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Local restaurant moves from Jackson Avenue to the Square
BY JAMES BORKEY
jmborkey@go.olemiss.edu

Char Grille in Oxford has
made some changes recently, as the steakhouse now
has a different name and a
new location. The restaurant, which is now known
as Oxford Grillehouse, has
moved to the Oxford Square
from its previous Jackson
Avenue location.
During its time on the corner of Jackson Avenue and
Hathorn Road, Char Grille
shared its kitchen, and on
some occasions a dining
room, with neighboring
Tacky Shack. Some Oxford
residents see this as a huge
upgrade.
“It was good seeing Char
move to the Square,” said
Joe Wolf, a business student
at Ole Miss. “I’ve heard
stories of people having to

sit in Tacky Shack because
there were no seats in Char,
it was too small.”
Oxford Grillehouse is
now located in what used to
be the first floor of Rooster’s
Blues House.
“Now that it’s on the
Square and in a bigger and
better location, I have heard
nothing but positive things
about it,” Wolf said. “I’m
anxious to see what it’s all
about.”
Oxford residents aren’t
the only ones excited about
the change. Employees of
Oxford Grillehouse are noticing the difference that
came with the move.
“We have very loyal
regulars, and people kept
telling us that we should
move,”
said
Oxford
Grillehouse manager Ben
See GRILLEHOUSE, PAGE 5

KATIE WILLIAMSON | The Daily Mississippian

Oxford Grillehouse, formerly Char Grille, relocates to the Square.

Mother of deceased students files wrongful death lawsuit
BY NATHANAEL SHEA GRIGGS
nsgriggs@gmail.com

Frances Wheat, mother of
John and Sarah Wheat, two
University of Mississippi
students who were killed
in the two-car accident in
October, filed a suit in the
Lafayette County Circuit
Court in February against
former Ole Miss student
John Howard Strickland Jr.
The complaint alleges
Strickland was the cause of
John and Sarah’s death and
“should not have been operating a vehicle at the time of
the accident.”
Strickland’s parents are
also included in the suit,
which claims that they are
also responsible as the owners of the SUV. The case
was transferred to the U.S.
District Court in March.
Strickland is already facing two criminal indictments for aggravated driving under the influence, and
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John and Sarah Wheat

now faces a wrongful death
lawsuit.
The beginning of civil
proceedings for the suit has
been set for July 1 in Aberdeen before Federal Magis-

trate Judge David A. Sanders.
A hearing date is set for
July 8, when Judge Andrew
Howorth will rule on the
defense’s “Motion to Sup-

press” the toxicology results ity vehicle that crossed the
filed by Thomas C. Levidi- Highway 6 median for “unotis, Strickland’s attorney.
known reasons,” resulting in
A trial date of July 24 will the accident. Sarah Wheat,
start the criminal proceed- a 24-year-old communicaings, which will be held in tions sciences and disorders
Lafayette County before major, was pronounced
Judge Howorth.
dead at the scene. Her
The following timeline is brother John, a 30-year-old
a general reconstruction of accounting major, passed
the information currently away shortly after being airavailable with regard to the lifted to The Med in Memevolution and development phis.
of the situation.
In November of 2012, the
The two car accident oc- Mississippi State Crime Lab
curing on October 27, 2012. returned the results of a toxSiblings, John and Sarah icology report on Strickland
Wheat, were traveling back at the time of the accident to
to Oxford from the Race the Oxford Police DepartFor A Cure in Tupelo when ment.
they were killed in a car acThe findings stated that
cident shortly after 11:00 Strickland was under the
a.m. on Highway 6 near influence of a plethora of
the Highway 7 intersection. drugs at the time of the acJohn Howard Strickland Jr., cident including Valium,
21 at the time, was reported Prozac and marijuana. The
by The Clarion Ledger to report also stated Strickland
be listed on the preliminary had been inhaling gas from
accident report as the “atfault” driver of a sport util- See WHEAT, PAGE 3
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BY TRENTON WINFORD
tgwinford@go.olemiss.edu

On Monday, the Supreme
Court struck down a 2004
Arizona law that required
documentation of citizenship in order to register to
vote. This has prompted
many individuals, even in
the media, to triumphantly claim that the Supreme
Court has invalidated voter
identification laws at the
state level.
Not surprisingly, these individuals are incorrect.
First, the 2004 Arizona
law was about documentation at the registration step,
not the voting step. At question was Arizona’s refusal
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quirement as a state-specific
requirement if it could successfully argue the need.
What this means is that
the Supreme Court believes
Arizona has the right to control its voter rolls, but that
due to a federal law, it does
not have the ability to pass a
state law that contradicts the
federal law.
It is important to note that
the Supreme Court does not
mention anything about the
actual vote casting process
or photo identification requirements.
It could be argued that a
state’s voter identification
laws could violate a federal
statute, like this case, though
that likely would have come
up in the cases which the
Supreme Court has already
decided in favor of photo
identification laws.
Arizona’s case is strong:
Being able to register without documentation of citizenship could allow noncitizens to register to vote
in such a heavy noncitizen

state like Arizona. However,
the legality is pretty clear on
the issue, as well. The federal statute does not require
documentation of citizenship, therefore, a state statute in conflict with that is
null and void.
Congress should now take
it upon itself to modify the
motor voter law to require
documentation of citizenship to register to vote, and I
believe that one of Arizona’s
congressmen will introduce
such legislation. If that does
happen, just remember that
this issue is not about putting up hurdles for legal citizens to vote, though many
in the media will claim it is
and group it into the voter
identification category.
Instead, readers must realize, it is about protecting
the sanctity of the American
voting process that is reserved for citizens.
Trenton Winford is a public
policy leadership major from
Madison.

The difference between heroism and treason
BY TRAVIS OFFIELD
tjoffiel@go.olemiss.edu

S. GALE DENLEY
STUDENT MEDIA CENTER

to accept voter registrations
from the DMV through the
“motor voter” law because
such registrations did not
require documentation of
citizenship. At no point in
this process did Arizona require photo identification,
nor did they refuse to allow
these people to register, so
long as they provided documentation.
Second, the Supreme
Court did not strike down
Arizona’s law on the basis of
its constitutionality. Instead,
the Supreme Court found
that the state law contradicted a federal law which aimed
at streamlining registration
state-by-state and making
the registration process easier for citizens. As a result,
the Supreme Court knows
that the federal law, which
is constitutional, trumped
the state law, regardless of
its constitutionality.
Third, the Supreme Court
states that Arizona could
seek federal approval to include the documentation re-

If there was ever an incident where ambiguity
blurred the distinction between heroism and treason,
the case of Edward Snowden
is it.
As a former employee of
the CIA and NSA, Snowden
has made recent headlines
for being responsible for
one of the biggest intelligence leaks in our nation’s
history. Now said to have
gone underground in Hong
Kong, the rogue spy fears
the U.S. government will
charge him under the Espionage Act for disclosing highly classified information to a
British newspaper.
The volatile content of
the top secret information
details how the government
practices national security
at the expense of its citizens’

privacy. The government
defends these operations as
necessary measures of national security and will accuse Snowden of putting that
security at risk. Snowden,
on the other hand, hopes
the American people will
give him the white hat and
hold the government accountable for violating their
right to privacy.
Deciding what side of the
fence we are on in this issue really comes down to
the extent to which the NSA
actually spied on innocent
citizens. Would anybody really feel safer if our intelligence agencies didn’t even
have the technology and
ability to tap into email and
phone records, especially in
a day where international
cyber-warfare is becoming
the norm?
That’s not to say intelli-
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gence agencies should have
unwarranted access to any
private calls and emails
they please, but at the same
time I really don’t think the
NSA is sifting through all
the annoying spam in my
Gmail account anyways. In
Snowden’s defense, however, it is important that
the government is held accountable for these practices; turning a blind eye sets
a precedent for the further
probing of our privacy in
the future.
Whether these intelligence leaks are treasonous
or heroic, they certainly call
into question the fragile line
between security and privacy.
Travis Offield is a chemical
engineering major from Horn
Lake. Follow him on Twitter
@travisoffield.
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continued from page 1
air canisters. Oxford Police then formally charged
Strickland with two counts
of aggravated driving under
the influence. Strickland
turned himself into authorities later the same week and
waived his right to extradition.
In February of 2013, Frances Wheat, the victims’
mother, filed a wrongful
death lawsuit in Lafayette
County Circuit Court as the
personal representative of
her children’s estate with
Rhea Tannehill of Oxford
as her counsel.
According to reports from
The Oxford Eagle, Strickland’s parents are also listed
in the suit which claims that
Strickland is negligently responsible for the deaths of
John and Sarah Wheat, and
that furthermore, Strickland’s parents were “negligent in entrusting and
providing a vehicle to their
son,” who had just previously been convicted of a
DUI first offense in August
of 2011.
In March of 2013, the
wrongful death suit was
transferred from Lafayette
County Circuit Court to
United States District Court.
Also in March, a grand jury
returned two indictments on
the aggravated DUI charges
and an arraignment hearing
was held. Strickland, who
has withdrawn from the university, was living at home
in San Antonio free on a
$35,000 bond. He was not
present at the arraignment
and his attorney had previously entered a not guilty
plea on his behalf.
On April 4, 2013, Strickland’s attorney, Thomas C.
Levidiotis, filed a “Motion
to Suppress” in the Chancery Clerk and District At-

torney’s offices. A hearing
date for this motion was set
for July 8 at 9 a.m. The motion requests that the presiding judge “suppress the
introduction as evidence or
publication to the jury the
results of any tests, examinations or forensic inquiry
resulting from any draw of
blood, urine, or bodily fluids or substances” taken
from Strickland immediately following the accident.
Levidiotis states in the
motion that the fluids tested were taken without his
client’s “consent or proper
authority of law” and references “two particular laboratory tests.” The motion
also states that “missing
from discovery materials
are search and seizure warrants, applications and affidavits for such or proper return for any materials seized
pursuant thereto.”
Also filed that day by
Levidiotis on behalf of his
client was a “Motion for a
Speedy Trial” requesting
that his client be “tried no
later than 270 days from his
arraignment.” This motion
states “punitive discovery
tactics, including the failure
of the state to respond completely to Mr. Strickland’s
timely ‘Motion for Discovery’ in this case, provide

additional evidence of the
State’s unwillingness or inability to prosecute this case
in a timely fashion.” The
“Motion for a Speedy Trial”
further elaborates and cites
13 cases that represent “a
cursory investigation of violent crimes dismissed or retired in Lafayette County in
the last few years.”
Pursuant to a previous
request for discovery by
Strickland’s defense, the
District Attorney’s office
submitted, most notably,
three compact discs containing various confidential
case documents and reports.
The third CD, according
to Levidiotis, was blank.
Confirmation as to whether the discovery process
had now been satisfactorily
completed was currently unavailable from either party.
On July 1, 2013, A proposed hearing is scheduled
beginning of civil proceedings against John Strickland
Jr. He is scheduled to appear before Federal Magistrate Judge, David A. Sanders, in Aberdeen.
On July 8, 2013 Judge Howorth is set to rule on the
defense’s “Motion to Suppress” the toxicology results.
Strickland’s criminal trial
on two counts of Aggravat-

Photo curtesy of the Oxford Police Department.

Mugshot of John Strickland, who is charged with two counts of aggravated DUI.
Strickland crashed his car in to Sarah and John Wheat’s car killing them in late
October 2012

ed DUI is set to begin on
July 24, 2013.
Requests for comment
made to the District At-

torney’s office were not
returned, while Levidiotis
declined to comment on his
client’s trial.
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Globalization pushes students toward language learning
BY STEFF THOMAS
SPECIAL TO THE DM

When compared to parts of
Europe and Asia, the United
States is lacking in the linguistics department. Children who grow up in these
other parts of the world are
exposed to two, sometimes
even three, languages starting at a young age. As a result, many universities in the
United States now require
a certain number of foreign
language courses to be completed before graduation.
The University of Mississippi is just one university
to implement these requirements. Felice Coles, associate professor of Spanish and
linguistics, supports the new
requirements with the belief
that they will help students
compete on a global scale.
“In the past our idea has
been that we are all American and should all speak
American English,” Coles
said. “Now we are realizing
that we can’t remain in that
mindset, because if we want
to compete in the global market we must learn as many
languages as we can.”
The languages the university offers include Spanish,
French, Portuguese, German,
Italian, Russian, Chinese,
Japanese, Korean and Arabic. Many of these language
programs have existed for a
long time. For example, the
Russian program has been
around for 55 years and is
one of the oldest programs at
Ole Miss.
“The program started the
year Sputnik was released,”
said Donald Dyer, chair of
the modern languages department and former Russian
professor. “A lot of American

universities wanted to offer
Russian because they believed it would be beneficial
for the students to speak the
language of the enemy.”
The Japanese program has
also been taught at the university for quite some time
— about 25 years, Arabic has
been taught for five years,
and the Korean program was
just introduced in the 201112 school year.
The Chinese program was
started 15 years ago. However, the program did not become popular until the Chinese Flagship program was
introduced in 2003. According to the university’s Chinese Flagship website, Ole
Miss is one of six Flagship
centers around the country
and has a five-year undergraduate program. Jordan
Hayward, sophomore international studies major and
Chinese Flagship student,
has a love-hate relationship
with the language.
“Learning Chinese is one
of the hardest things I have
ever done,” Hayward said.
“But it is also one of the most
rewarding things and has exceeded any expectations I
could have possibly had.”
Hayward will be studying
in China for the first time
this summer. The Chinese
Flagship program was not
in Hayward’s initial plan. It
was her father, who she calls
a global businessman, who
convinced her to take it up.
“My father recommended
Chinese because it has such a
large job market attached to
it,” Hayward said. “Knowing
Chinese, or any critical language, makes you extremely
marketable whether you
work for the government as
an analyst or even just as a
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translator in New York.”
The university is seeing a
steady increase of students
signing up to study the critical languages. According to
the Flagship website, languages are classified as critical by the United States government when the national
need for trained speakers in
those languages exceeds the
number of bilingual speakers
available.
The Chinese program may
be the most rapidly growing
program at the university. In
the 2004-05 school year, only
84 students were enrolled in
the program. In the 2012-13
school-year, there were 274
students enrolled, a 226 percent increase.
“China’s long history, rich
culture, and unique orthography fascinate many students and lead them to the
program,” said Yi Lin, assistant professor of Chinese. “It
wasn’t long ago when Chinese was regarded as a less
commonly taught language.”
While critical language
programs are on the rise, the
Spanish program continues
to recruit the most students.
Some argue that students
migrate toward Spanish because it is familiar.
“Spanish is the language
most offered in our high
schools,” Coles said. “Students who feel pressure to
excel in college may stick to
Spanish because they’ve had
previous exposure.”
When implementing new
language programs into the
curriculum, the modern language department begins
with a pilot class. If a program becomes interested in
the language, the modern
language department sets up

a meeting to discuss co-funding an instructor.
It did not take long for the
Korean program to become
a regular language course at
the university. Both the Croft
Institute and Chancellor Dan
Jones showed an interest in
the program right away. The
program has undergone a
slow but steady increase with
38 students enrolled for the
2012-13 school year, a 90
percent increase from the
12 enrolled at the program’s
start.
The department has also
been offering Swahili now
for a year and a half. Two
groups of students, those in
the African-American Department and students studying linguistics, have shown
an interest in the program.
“A graduate student usually teaches the pilot class long
enough for it to fulfill language requirements for degree programs,” Dyer said.
“We try to introduce these
new languages in a way that
they can build momentum.”
Studies are being conducted to show potential correlation between advanced
cognition and those who are
multilingual. According to
a New York Times debate,
“neuroscience is beginning
to show that the brains of bilinguals may have advantages in what will matter most
in the global era; managing
complexity, rational planning and meta-cognition.”
Dyer is an advocate for cognition and language learning
being related in some ways.
He says learning languages
makes you better at learning
because it employs a large
number of different cognitive devices at one time. Four

of these devices are memorization, practice, problem
solving and rule learning.
Other linguistics professors agree with Dyer, including Felice Coles. Coles says
that language learning helps
students to not only develop new perspectives and a
larger vocabulary, but also to
recognize new patterns.
“Linguistics is a science
and once you start investigating structures and patterns of
language, you begin a journey to find a simple, elegant
and logical explanation for
each pattern,” Coles said.
“It is just another method of
analysis, which helps to train
your brain.”
Spanish is a more straightforward translation from
Latin and uses the Roman alphabet. This comforts some
students, while others choose
to challenge themselves by
studying a non-Romance
language. Hayward recognizes the benefits of studying
a language without the comfort of the Roman alphabet.
“Learning any new language, especially one that
requires a new alphabet, is
scary,” Hayward said. “But
it helps you to improve your
memorization skills, listening skills, and can help you
to develop and appreciate a
discipline you never knew
you had.”
Lawrence Summers, an
economist interviewed by
The New York Times, is
under the impression that a
translator is all anyone needs
to be successful in the international market. Dyer disagrees because translators
cannot understand context
See LANGUAGE, PAGE 5
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GRILLEHOUSE,
continued from page 1

Courtesey of the modern languages department

Donald Dyer, chair of modern languages department

LANGUAGE,
continued from page 4

and the expressions that are
imperative in language.
“They have some functionality, but they can’t be trusted
to translate accurately,” Dyer
said.
He also stresses that students who want to become
proficient in new languages
should take the courses with
a live professor and not online.
“You need to study with a
teacher so that they can look
you in the eyes and see your
body language,” Dyer said.
“It may be uncomfortable at
first, but you have to reach
a level of discomfort before
you can become comfortable
with a language.”
However, he does understand that students aren’t
dedicated to their foreign
language courses because
they have other classes. Dyer
sees the stress firsthand, as
his daughter is in the fourth
level of Chinese.
“I can see that it is killing
her to spend the time that
she needs to on her Chinese
because she’s also got chemical engineering and physics,”
he said. “It is easy to mess up
this kind of learning because
students get too little out of
it.”
So should the United States
expose their students to new
languages at a younger age?
There are arguments for and
against these early language
courses. Some American
high schools have already
begun to expose their young
students to new languages.
“There’s a primary school
in the Delta that has the first
emerging Spanish program,”
Dyer said. “They start the
program in kindergarten and
it is amazing to sit in on those
classes.”
Spanish is not the only language being offered to stu-

dents prior to college. States
such as California and Ohio
have been offering Chinese
in their schools for quite
some time. Next year, four
high schools in Mississippi
will also begin offering Chinese.
Whether the reason is to
develop better learning skills
or to be able to compete internationally, learning new
languages is becoming more
popular in the United States.
Current university students
think it is time the U.S. made
a move.
“You can walk around any
campus and meet international students who speak
several languages, including
critical ones, fluently,” Hayward said. “This is an international trend that the U.S. is
finally starting to follow because we recognize that this
time we must conform in order to be competitive in the
current and emerging international job market that we
can no longer avoid.”

Thames. “The biggest thing
was space. Since we moved
to the Square, we can seat
a lot more people without
making them wait like we
did before. It‘s nice to have
a table of eight walk in and
us be able to seat them without trouble.”
Even
though
Oxford
Grillehouse had a loyal
following at their previous location, moving to the
Square gives the restaurant
the opportunity to reach out
to more customers.
“We consistently put out
a good product, we just
needed the space for more
people,” Thames said. “Now
with our new location on the
Square, more people can see
that we make one of the best
steaks you can buy.”
Being able to seat more
people is not the only
thing the restaurant wanted to accomplish with the
move. With the new location came a full sized bar,
something that was absent
in their original location.
“Having the bar is nice and
new,” Thames said. “We’re
now able to attract a late
night
bar-going
crowd,
something we couldn’t do
before. That‘s big for us.”
The Oxford Grillehouse
isn’t the only establishment that is benefiting from
the move. Rooster’s Blues
House, which is right above
the restaurant, is seeing an
increase in traffic.
“Having the restaurant
downstairs is good for us,”
Rooster’s manager Zach
Colinger said. “We catch
overflow, whether it’s peo-

KATIE WILLIAMSON | The Daily Mississippian

A menu on a table at the new Oxford Grillehouse

ple who are waiting for a table and want to come sit on
the balcony or people who
want to watch our live music
after dinner.”
It’s clear that Char Grille’s
move to the square has been
beneficial for all involved.
“We get a different crowd
that has started to come in
here now,“ Colinger said.
“There’s been nothing but
good things that have come
out of it.”
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Her decision: finding
Oxford Shakespeare Festival ongoing
peace by converting
in the Ford Center as it celebrates its
from Christianity to Islam tenth anniversary this summer
BY CASEY HOLLIDAY
cahollid@go.olemiss.edu

her freshman year, Fuller was introduced to another student, a practicing
Muslim, through a mutual
friend. They quickly became friends, and he began
to teach her about Islam.
“I started talking to my
friend, and he was telling
more about it, and I thought
this kinda makes sense,”
Fuller said. “In Islam, you
use logic; in Christianity you
have to go on blind faith. A
lot of times, when I tried to
question Christian beliefs, I
was shut down. With Islam,
they welcome doubts and attempt to dispel them.”
According to the Council
on American-Islamic relations, “Muslims believe in
One, Unique, and Incomparable God. They believe
in the Day of Judgement
and individual accountability for actions.” There are
about 7 million Muslims in
America, and according to
the Foreign Policy Group,
Islam is the second largest
and fastest growing religion
in the world. According to
the Association of Religion
Data Archives, there are
about 4,000 Muslims in Mississippi.
Fuller said she knew her
conversion would receive
some mixed opinions, but
she did not expect the
amount of backlash she received on Facebook. While
most of her college friends
took the change in stride,

Almost immediately after
logging onto Facebook and
posting that she had converted to Islam, April Fuller
was bombarded with messages, from both her close
friends and acquaintances.
“Why did I expect anything less,” Fuller’s former
youth pastor wrote. “I am
an infadel (sic) according to
your cult so therefore I am
your enemy. Such a shame
you have chosen to turn
your back on a loving God
and serve a false prophet
who preaches hate for anyone not of said cult.”
But an old childhood
friend offered congratulations. “I know a lot of people and ‘friends’ are giving
you hell about this. It’s your
decision. I hope it works out
for you sweetie.”
Fuller’s uncle was a pastor in a Southern Baptist
church, the largest religion
in the state, in the 1,500-person town of Raleigh. Although her family has long
been strict adherents, Fuller
was drawn to Islam because,
for her, it was the first time
religion made sense.
“I always grew up believing in something, so I knew
there was a god,” Fuller, a
sophomore English major,
said. “I was just trying to figure out what I wanted to be,
but I knew Baptist wasn’t for
me.”
The second semester of See ISLAM, PAGE 7

BY ANN-MARIE HEROD
aherod@go.olemiss.edu

The Oxford Shakespeare
Festival is going big this
year as it celebrates its tenth
anniversary season.
“Macbeth,” “Love’s Labour’s Lost,” and “Hello,
Dolly!,” were the plays selected for this year.
As the festival hits the
ground running Joe Turner
Cantu, artistic director for
the festival and University
of Mississppi theater professor, is excited for the audience to finally see what he
thinks is the best festival yet
and feels like these three
plays/musical perfect for a
tenth anniversary.
“I am looking forward to
experiencing my vision of
what the play, “Macbeth,”
can be,” Cantu said. “It was,
I think, a bit risky, but it’s
working extremely well,
and my adapted cutting is
working like a charm. I am
so happy with my cast. And,
of course, I am so looking
forward to experiencing
Mary Donnelly Haskell’s
Dolly Levi. She is going to
be amazing, I’m so excited.”
Cantu also said that one of
the biggest challenges this
year was finding the right
actors for the three large
shows. The festival features
performers, directors and
designers from across Mississippi and the Midwest:
Some are professionals,
some are graduate students,
some are undergrads, some

Photo courtesey of the Oxford Shakespeare Festival

Oxford Shakespeare Festival company

are local professionals and
some are even community
actors.
One professional actor,
David Dallas who is in both
“Macbeth” and “Love’s Labour’s Lost,” shared his experience on working with a
variety of talent.
“I’ve been very impressed
with the talent and commitment of the UM theater
students,” Dallas said. “Best
young people I have ever
worked with. The experience for me as just been so

Get Your
Dorm Decor
Stop in to Sugar Magnolia Antique
Mall for your dorm decor. Browse
over merchandise from more than
60 local merchants.
Make your mark at the dorm by
stopping here!

Please Visit Us
for All of Your Jewelry Needs!
• Jewelry Repair
• Watch Battery Installations

Old TOwn
Square

• Engagement Rings & Wedding Bands
• Fine Diamond & Gemstone Jewelry
• Pearls
• Fashion Jewelry
• Silver & Pewter Gifts ~ Engraving Available
North lamar plaza
1126 N. lamar blvd.
oxford, ms
662.234.2777
www.lammonsfinejewelry.com

1919
university ave

234.6330

31344

Hours
Mon-Sat
10-5:30
30560

much fun; the cast, crew and
the whole Oxford Shakespeare team have been wonderful to work with.”
With casting done in
March, the building of sets,
costumes and rehearsals
started in May. The cast and
crew has put a lot into making sure that every thing
goes off without a hitch.
“Love’s Labour’s Lost” has
started its performances and
Dallas said he is happy with
the audience’s reaction.
“The audiences so far
have bedn really engaged
and laughed a lot, which
is what you hope for in
a Shakespeare comedy,”
Dallas said. “Word play is
pretty demanding on the
audience and quite clever as
you might suspect from the
Bard, but the physical comedy drives the show. You always come in with your own
ideas about how to play a
role but Chris Schager, our
director, had a vision for
“Love’s Labour’s” that was
even more fun, crazier even,
than I imagined and the audience loves it.”
The plays are going to be
big, and the effort put into
these productions is sure to
make the festival a success.
With the help of some Ole
Miss Sponsors the theatre
department was also able
to hire a business manager/
event director.
“This is our biggest season, to date, in terms of budSee SHAKESPEARE, PAGE 7
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ISLAM,

continued from page 6

the older generation had a
problem with it.
“My heart is sad for the
teenage girl I admired so
much in church,” a member
of Fuller’s former church
posted on her wall. “You
were such an inspiration to
all the teenagers who saw
you stand up for what you
believed and not ashamed
to be a Christian. Don’t be a
stumbling block April to all
these young souls.”
Although many of April’s
friends at school have largely congratulated her, her
grandfather was not nearly
as accepting.
“A few days after I came
out as Muslim, he called me
to ask if I was going to be
blowing up any buildings
soon,” Fuller said.
While her dad’s side of
the family has yet to come
around, her mom’s side
has openly embraced the
change.
“My mom has always encouraged me to follow my
heart, and this is no different,” Fuller said. “She edu-

Photo courtesey of Casey Holliday

Iman K. and April Fuller

cates herself on what I believe, can eat and all that
so that she can understand
what I’m going through and
how she can best help me.”
Any friends that Fuller
may have lost, she has more
than made up. She joined
the Muslim Student Association (where she is also the
director of women affairs) at
Ole Miss, which, according
to Fuller, provides a place
where she can be herself.

The organization, made up
mostly of full-time undergraduate and graduate students, has offered Fuller a
new home.
“I love all my friends,
don’t get me wrong,” Fuller said. “But since I joined
the Muslim Student Association, I have a close group
that I can talk about Islam
with, as well as a group that
won’t pressure me to do
anything that goes against

Islam.”
Since converting, Fuller
has defied the Ole Miss student stereotype. She does
not drink, keeping her away
from the Square and frat
parties, and did not visit the
Grove for a single football
game last season. Her hijab,
a piece of clothing that covers the hair and neck, keeps
her in more modest clothing
choices (such as not showing ankles, hair, etc.) and
not the oversized t-shirts
and Nike shorts that Ole
Miss girls are known for. As
there is no mosque in Oxford, she travels to Memphis
with a group every Sunday
for worship, while still performing the mandatory five
daily prayers.
After everything is said
and done, Fuller says she
would still make the decision to convert again.
“I finally have a peace I
didn’t have in Christianity,”
Fuller said. “I know what I
believe, who I am, and how
I want my life to reflect on
this. For the first time, I actually feel like I know what
I’m doing. It’s strange; I
found peace in a religion
where many only see hate.”

SHAKESPEARE,
continued from page 6

get, royalties, cost of building materials, costumes,
personnel, etc.,” Cantu said.
“ Fundraising was the biggest challenge from the onset. Leslie Hahn has been a
godsend (business-wise and
with our fundraiser.”
The festival will run
from June 14 – July 7, with
“Love’s Labour’s Lost” having already opened, “Macbeth” opening this Saturday
and “Hello, Dolly!” opening
a week from today.
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Marvelous Maze
Start at entry point A and work your way through the maze to exit
point B.
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FOOTBALL,

continued from page 12
back that could play multiple
positions depending on the
progression of other players.
He rushed for 1,218 yards and
18 touchdowns his senior year
at West Bolivar High School.
Moore is also an elite sprinter
on the track, claiming 11 state
2A championships during his
high school career.
Wilkins could play the biggest role of the freshmen backs
because of his size. The 6-foot1, 210-poounder gives Ole Miss
a big running back they haven’t
had the past couple of years.
However, it will be interesting
to see if Wilkins has any hiccups with his knee that he injured, ending his senior season.
Wilkins totaled 1,041 yards and
14 touchdowns in seven games
his senior year.
Brazley may be the most
likely to switch positions during his career at Ole Miss, as
his size and speed make him
a prime candidate to be a versatile weapon. The 5-foot-10,
180-pound New Orleans native
rushed for 1,040 yards and 15
touchdowns in his senior year,
while also racking up 279 receiving yards and three touchdowns on 18 receptions.
Junior Nick Parker is another
name that could see his name
called in short yardage situations if Mathers or Wilkins can’t
be the big back Ole Miss needs.
Parker dropped weight prior to
last season, but the South Panola product has never shown the
consistency to make an impact
for Ole Miss. He’s someone to
watch out for in August.
As fall camp rolls around, be
on the look out for sophomore
Darryan Ragsdale. The 5-foot10, 183-pounder had a good
spring and will be looking to
break into the running back rotation this fall.
Analysis
With senior Scott leading
the charge and other smaller,

speedy backs like Walton, Dodson, Moore and Brazley, Ole
Miss has no problem putting
speed on the field.
However, the Rebels are looking to have a bigger back to use
as well to pick up short yardage
situations, which hindered Ole
Miss last year. Mathers needs
to be the guy the coaching staff
can trust to pick up the tough
yards between the tackles, and
a full year in the weight room
with strength and conditioning
coach Paul Jackson should have
him ready to take the pounding
of SEC football.
If Mathers is still struggling in
that aspect, Wilkins and Parker
will both have opportunities to
make an impact, but Wilkins is
a better candidate in my mind.
The biggest question mark
will be where some of these
guys end up. I ultimately see
Moore and Brazley getting
looks at slot receiver and defensive back. Brazley could be
better suited for slot receiver,
while Moore can use his speed
to be a lockdown corner.
I also look for Scott to have
a breakout senior year, even
if the numbers don’t show it.
His carries will be limited with
Walton, Mathers and maybe
Dodson getting multiple reps,
but he will be fresher in the second half of games and can use
that extra step to get around the
edge for some big plays.
As far as redshirts go, Dodson
could get one simply because
the depth that is already there.
He has the ability to make an
impact in year one, but it will
depend on how much faith the
coaches have in Walton and
Mathers to back up Scott. I
think Wilkins plays because of
his ability to run between the
tackles. Either Moore or Brazley could get a redshirt as well,
depending on where they land
in fall camp.
For continuing coverage of Ole
Miss football, follow @DavidLCollier and @thedm_sports on
Twitter.

FILE PHOTO | The Daily Mississippian

The Ole Miss Rebels after winning the 2013 SEC title

SEC,

continued from page 11

recruiting class. There will be
bodies to replace the Holloway-Buckner duo, but quality
not quantity will be important

next year.
With all of the top talent
leaving the SEC, it leaves the
door open for Marshall Henderson to win player of the
year in the conference. Florida
and Kentucky may have better

players next season, but they
may keep each other from being true stars. Henderson is
likely to be far away the star of
the Rebels next year, and may
benefit like Caldwell-Pope did
at Georgia this past year.
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Four downs
The Daily Mississippian’s David Collier and Tyler Bischoff are back again for another session of Four Downs.
1. Will the offense be
at the pace Hugh Freeze
wants them to be by the
time the season starts?

David Collier (@DavidLCollier): Being the first
game, it will likely not be as
fast as we will see it later in
the season, but it should be
improved from last year. I
still, however, don’t expect
the tempo to be at the pace
Freeze wants it until another
year or two down the road.
Tyler Bischoff (@Tyler_
RSR): It will be much closer
to the pace Freeze wants to
run, but they still won’t be all
the way there. Freeze needs
depth for his offense to go fast
and it’ll take more than one
recruiting class to bulid up
that depth. Another setback
for the pace was Bo Wallace
missing all of spring practice.
Spring was a perfect chance
for the offense to work on
the pace, but the pace setter
wasn’t there.

2. Will Marshall Henderson be able to put up
similar numbers next
season now that teams
have seen him?

Collier: Yes. By midway
through the year, teams were
doing whatever they could to
slow Henderson down, but
he still found a way to score.
That won’t change. In fact, he
could get better looks if the
two freshmen post players can
be the presence in the paint
many are hoping for. With a
good inside game from those
two to go along with experienced guards surrounding
him, Henderson could find
more open looks next year.
Bischoff: After falling to
Mississippi State this past
season, Henderson averaged 22.4 points over his last
seven games. He dropped
27 on Missouri in the SEC
Tournament, which was the
third meeting between those
teams. Henderson got to the
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The Daily Mississippian is published Monday through Friday when school is in session except during the summer session which is Tuesday through Thursday.
Classified ads must be prepaid. All major credit cards accepted.
RATES:
- $0.25 per word per day
- 15-word minimum
- No minimum run

Additional Features (Web & Print):
Jumbo Headline - $3
Big Headline - $2
Bold Text - extra $0.50 per word
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The DM reserves the right to refuse ads that appear to offer unrealistic or questionable
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201 BISHOP HALL 662.915.5503
Apartment for Rent
Large 2 bedroom/ 2.5 bath townhouse with W/D included. No pets. 1
Year lease. Quiet. $500 security deposit. Call (662)234-0000
the park at oxford now leasing
for fall. 2BR/1BA like new condo with
all appliances, W/D, pool, fitness room.
$850 per month including cable, internet, water, sewer service. Walking distance to campus! 662-816-4293 www.
theparkatoxford.com
MOLLY BARR TRAILS now leasing for
Fall 2013. Spacious 2BR/2BA condos
with all appliances, gym and swimming
pool, walking distance to campus. $525
per bed space including cable, internet,
water, sewer. No Security Deposit if
lease signed in June! Perfect for graduate and professional school students.
(662)816-8800
www.mollybarrtrails.
com
Available Now Apartment for rent at
The Cove. 2BD $680/month, $680 security deposit. Call (662)234-1422

Are you tired of roommates?
1 bedroom 1 bath with study. 2950 S.
Lamar. On O.U.T. bus route. Single Student Occupancy. $435 month (662)8320117

House for Rent
3 bed
1st Month Free!

3B/3ba
Willow
Oaks/Shiloh
$950mo/$317pp. All Have New Paint/
trim/ carpet. Pets OK. (843)338-1436
Pics// Friend Us@ facebook.com/
oxford.rentals1
GREAT 3BED/2BA HOME FOR RENT
at Huntington Place. Vaulted ceilings,
granite counter tops, stainless steel
appliances, washer/dryer. Storage facility included. Great location. $1,000
per month. Call 662/202-6785 for more
information.
2 BR 2 Full Bath 700/ mnth 500/ deposit Frig/ Oven (662)473-4333

line over six times per game
in the final seven games. Ole
Miss was 14-2 when Henderson attempted at least six free
throws. Henderson was the
focus of the opponent nearly
all of last season, so next year
shouldn’t change.
3. When looking at the
baseball rotation for next
season, who appears to
be front runners for the
weekend spots?

Collier: At this point, this
is a complete guess, and it will
be a major storyline to watch
as we approach next spring.
Obviously, if Bobby Wahl decides to return for his senior
year, he will have his Friday
night spot. Beyond that, righthander Sam Smith will have
to continue his development
in his junior year. He was
good in 2013, but he will have
to find a way to get through
the lineup a third time. Other candidates include righthanders Chris Ellis and Jacob
2.5 miles to campus 3 bedroom
1.5 bath house quiet, safe, peaceful location (CR 406). All major appliances.
large yard, carport. $725 Years lease
parental guaranty required. available
August (662)832-0117

Room for Rent
TOWNHOME Walk to the Square. THE
PARK 2 bdr. 1-1/2 bath Free InternetFree cable Pool gym $850.00 plus deposit. Avail. August 1 (404)434-8056

Condo for Rent
Pool Side Townhome 2BR/2BTH
for full time rental. 1 mile from campus.
Gated community. $850 month 601906-8653

HIGH POINTE-Fully
furnished

3BD/3BTH Great condition. Gated w/
Pool. Available AUG 1st. $1315mo.
mcilravy4@gmail.com (757)560-6281
OXFORD SQUARE TOWNHOMES
now leasing for Fall. 2BR/2BA like new
condo with all appliances, W/D, swimming pool. Walking distance to campus
and law school. $400 per bed space
including water, sewer. No Security Deposit if lease signed in June! 662-8163955
www.oxfordsquarecondos.com
(662)816-8800

Turnberry 3BR/2BT
PLUS Bonus

Separate room for study or overnight
guests. Closest to campus. 50 yards
to bus stop on direct line to campus.
Ample parking, great pool and work out,
all appliances. 2nd floor with elevator.
Available on August 1st. $500 per person. (770)425-5053
Condo for Rent 3BR/3Bath 1602
West Jackson Willow Oaks, availalbe
in August, 1050.00 per month, call
662-844-1042 or 662-213-2840

Waguespack, who both were
hindered by injuries to start
this past season, as well as
left-hander Christian Trent, a
junior college transfer. Trent
had a lot success in his one
year in the junior college system, totaling four complete
games in 10 starts.
Bischoff: It is a hold out for
Bobby Wahl. If Wahl comes
back that is a season changer
for next year giving Ole Miss
a dominant ace. Sam Smith
started 15 games and posted
a 3.41 ERA, so expect him to
be back in the rotation. Josh
Laxer had eight starts with a
3.21 ERA and will have a shot
at the weekend rotation. Jacob Waguespack pitched only
13 innings last year, but he has
a fantastic last name, so here’s
to hoping he gets a lot of time
on the mound next year.
4. What major concern
do you have on the defensive side of the ball in
football next season?

Collier: Depth is still an issue at most spots, but the biggest concern has to be in the
secondary. That concern is
not nearly as big if Ole Miss
gets news of freshman safety
Tony Conner enrolling in
summer school in July and
defensive back Nick Brassell getting academically eligible. The Rebels have a lot
of young players that could
be fine, but there’s a lot of
unknown on that depth chart,
which makes it scary heading
into the front half of Ole Miss’
brutal schedule.
Bischoff: The pass defense
has to improve. Ole Miss was
one of four SEC teams to allow over 3000 passing yards.
Texas put up 326 yards,
four touchdowns and a 79.2
completion percentage in
their meeting last year. Most
people think the pass defense
improved throughout the season but consider that in the
last five games of the regular
season Ole Miss allowed 309
passing yards per game. For
Ole Miss to take the next step
the pass defense has to be in
the top half of the conference.

Stop Driving

while texting.
Stay aware.
Save a life.

CONDOS FOR RENT 3 BEDROOM 2
BATH LOCATED AT TURNBERRY. INCLUDES INTERNET, CABLE, POOL,
TENNIS COURTS AND LESS THAN
1 MILE FROM CAMPUS. CONTACT
WILL GUEST AT GUEST REALTY
AND LAND 662 832 3987.
2 rooms for rent at 3 bedroom
condo at Cypress Glen. $400/ rm/ mth,
$400 dep. (662)419-5083 (662)4897964
Nice 2BR 2.5BA Condo Quiet area.
Harris Grove Condos. (662)871-9800
(662)255-8443 (662)844-6383

Weekend Rental
WEEKEND RENTALS Short-term rentals including event weekends. Lots of
availability! www.oxfordtownhouse.com
(662)801-6692

Full-time
BEACH BAR NEEDS
BARTENDER

FULL OR PART-TIME WILL TRAIN
MUST BE PHYSICALLY FIT (662)6096421
06
TEMP.
FARM
WORKERS
05/17/2013-03/17/2014 $9.50 P/ H
7:00AM TO 1:00PM Prepare fields for
cultivation. Maintain water. Fertilizing,
weeding by hand. Planting and harvesting soybeans and sugarcane. Sanitation duties. Work in all kinds of weather
(heat, rain and cold). Once hired random drug test (at no cost to the worker).
Testing positive or failure to comply may
result in immediate termination from employment. All tools and equipment supplied. Transportation and subsistence
provided after 50% of work contract
completed. Return trans. at end of 3/4
Guarantee contract. Shared housing if
outside local commuting area. Gonsulin
Farms, LLC New Iberia, LA. Ref: to job#
446153 MS WIN Job Center

07
TEMP.
FARM
WORKERS
07/01/2013-09/15/2013
$9.50
P/H
7:00AM - 1:00PM Planting sugarcane
by hand. Minor maintenance & operation of farm equipment. Worker will
walk, lift up to 50lbs, stooping, bending,
reaching and kneel repetitively (for prolonged period of times). Pulling weeds
by hand. Work all kinds of weather.
Once hired random drug test(at no cost
to the worker). All tools and equipment
supplied. Transport & subsistence provided after 50% of work contract completed. Return trans. end of 3/4 guarantee contract. Shared housing if outside
local commuting area. AJW Farms Inc,
Vacherie, LA. Ref: Job# 450445 MS
WIN Work Center
24
Temp
Farm
Workers
07/25/2013-10/01/2013
$9.50
P/H
7:00AM -1:00PM Planting sugarcane by
hand. Minor maintenance & operation of
farm equipment. Worker will walk, lift up
to 50lbs. Stooping, bending, reaching
and kneeling repetitively (for prolonged
periods of time). Pulling weeds by hand.
Work in all kinds of weather. Once hired
random drug test(at no cost to the worker). All tools and equipment supplied.
Transport & subsistence provided after
50% of work contract completed. Return
trans. end of 3/4 guarantee contract.
Shared housing if outside local commuting area. Denais Farm, Kaplan LA. Ref:
Job# 453001 MS WIN Job Center

Roommate
Female roommate wanted 2b/2b
house on 60 acres $360/mo plus utilities
Text (901)496-3560
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The depletion of experienced SEC talent in the basketball arena
BY TYLER BISCHOFF
tfbischo@go.olemiss.edu

With the departures of
Murphy Holloway, Reginald
Buckner and Nick Williams,
the Ole Miss basketball team
will have to replace 42 percent
of their scoring, 49 percent of
their rebounding, 71 percent
of their blocked shots and 42
percent of their steals.
A daunting task, but the
Rebels are certainly not the
only SEC team having to
replace key players. Eleven
SEC teams will have to replace at least one of their
top three scorers. Mississippi
State, Vanderbilt and South
Carolina do not lose a top
scorer, but they are far from
the class of the conference.
Seven teams lose two of their
top three scorers, Ole Miss included.
There were 17 players
named to the coaches’ AllSEC first or second team.
Only six of those players return for next season. That
means 11 of the conference’s
best players will not be back
for the upcoming season.
The Missouri Tigers stand to
lose the most without having
foreseeable replacements. The
Tigers will lose 37.2 points per
game with the departures of
Phil Pressey, Laurence Bowers and Alex Oriakhi.
Missouri and Ole Miss
played three times last season with Ole Miss taking two
of those matchups. Buckner
was ejected from the game in
Columbia for hitting Bowers
in the face and Oriakhi and
Holloway were also involved
in the dust up, but the mini rivalry that developed between
these two teams will likely die
down with all of these components moving on.
Florida, who Ole Miss got
the better of in Nashville to
take home the SEC Tournament title, is also losing a great
deal of experienced players.
Florida is the only team to
lose their top three scorers, as
Mike Rosario, Erik Murphy
and Kenny Boynton all graduated. They each averaged at
least 12 points per game.
Unlike Missouri and Ole
Miss, Florida has immediate
replacements. They will get
two transfers, Eli Carter, a
guard from Rutgers who will
likely get immediate eligibility, and Damontre Harris who
sat out last year after transferring from South Carolina. The
Gators also add two five star
recruits to their rotation.
Kentucky, as is usual now,
will be replacing four players that averaged over nine
points. Leading scorer Archie
Goodwin and shot blocking

center Nerlens Noel declared
for the NBA draft. Point guard
Ryan Harrow is transferring
and Julius Mays graduated.
Kentucky will add eight recruits, led by point guard Andrew Harrison and his twin
brother Aaron. This year’s
version of reloading is expected to return the Wildcats to
the top of the college basketball rankings.
Alabama will only lose Trevor Lacey, who averaged 11.3
points. Tennessee was in line
to keep all of their key pieces,
but then Trae Golden was dismissed and now the Volunteers have to replace his 12.1
points. Both of these teams
will look to be improved and
make a run at the NCAA
Tournament.
Even lowly Georgia and
Texas A&M will lose key players. SEC payer of the year
Kentavious
Caldwell-Pope,
who led the Bulldogs in points,
rebounds and steals, declared
for the NBA Draft. Elston
Turner graduated from Texas
A&M after leading the Aggies
with 17.5 points per game.
Ole Miss will have a tall task
in replacing the all-time leading rebounder and all-time
leading shot blocker in school
history, but they aren’t the
only school replacing key experienced players.
Ole Miss doesn’t have the
high profile recruits of Florida
and Kentucky, but they do
have two forwards expected
to return from injury in Aaron
Jones and Demarco Cox. Ole
Miss will welcome two 6-foot9 players in Dwight Coleby
and Sebastian Saiz from their
See SEC, PAGE 9
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The Ole Miss Rebels basketball team at a home game

OXFORD SQUARE
T OW N H O M E S

NEWLY RENOVATED
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Position breakdown: Running backs
Jaylen Walton

23 carries
127 yards
1 touchdown

I’Tavius Mathers

27 carries
209 yards
1 touchdown

Jeff Scott

197 carries
846 yards
6 touchdowns

The Daily Mississippian’s David Collier breaks down the Ole Miss running backs in part two of an
eight-part series that will break down each position of the Rebels’ 2013 football team.
Miss head coach Hugh Freeze
has changed the culture of football in Oxford, but he has stated
many times they still have to get
the needed depth to compete
for Southeastern Conference
and national titles. However,
the one position where there are
plenty of talented players is running back.
The Rebels return three players that saw extended playing
time in 2012 at running back,
and with four freshmen looking
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to come in and make an impact,
there are multiple options for
Freeze and his staff.
Senior Jeff Scott is undoubtedly the top returner, as he racked
up 846 rushing yards and six
touchdowns last season. Scott
is a big home run threat for Ole
Miss, but injuries have limited
him at times during his career.
He will enter 2013 with 1,804
career yards on the ground and
15 rushing touchdowns. He also
had 177 receiving yards and one
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touchdown last season.
Sophomores Jaylen Walton
and I’Tavius Mathers both saw
action in 2012 and are expected to take a big step forward
this fall. Walton, a 5-foot-8,
167-pounder averaged 5.1 yards
per carry last season, totaling
118 rushing yards and a touchdown. Mathers, a 5-foot-11,
196-pounder, racked up 208
yards on 27 carries (7.7 yards per
carry) with a touchdown. Both
should have a bigger role in the
offense in their second year.
Incoming freshmen Mark
Dodson, Kailo Moore, Jordan
Wilkins and Eugene Brazley will
be looking to make an impact in
their first year, but it will interesting to see how the coaching
staff decides to use them. Moore
and Brazley could get a look at
defensive back or slot receiver
to get them on the field faster.
Dodson has a leg up on the
other freshmen because he enrolled at Ole Miss in January
and went through spring practice. He showed flashes that the
coaching staff likes, and consistency should come with more
reps. During his senior year of
high school, Dodson had 3,295
rushing yards and 37 touchdowns to lead Whitehaven High
School to the Tennessee 6A state
championship. The Memphis
native was also named the 2012
Tennessee Gatorade Player of
the Year.
Moore is another speedy
See FOOTBALL, PAGE 9

